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1. My name is June Ann Munford. I am over the age of 18, have personal 

knowledge of the facts set forth herein, and am competent to testify to the 

same. 

 

2. I earned a Master of Library and Information Science (MLIS) from the 

University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee in 2009. I have over ten years of 

experience in the library/information science field. Beginning in 2004, I 

have served in various positions in the public library sector including 

Assistant Librarian, Youth Services Librarian and Library Director. I have 

attached my Curriculum Vitae as Appendix CV. 

 

3. During my career in the library profession, I have been responsible for 

materials acquisition for multiple libraries. In that position, I have cataloged, 

purchased and processed incoming library works. That includes purchasing 

materials directly from vendors, recording publishing data from the material 

in question, creating detailed material records for library catalogs and 

physically preparing that material for circulation. In addition to my 

experience in acquisitions, I was also responsible for analyzing large 

collections of library materials, tailoring library records for optimal catalog 
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search performance and creating lending agreements between libraries 

during my time as a Library Director.  

 
4. I am fully familiar with the catalog record creation process in the library 

sector. In preparing a material for public availability, a library catalog record 

describing that material would be created. These records are typically 

written in Machine Readable Catalog (herein referred to as “MARC”) code 

and contain information such as a physical description of the material, 

metadata from the material’s publisher, and date of library acquisition. In 

particular, the 008 field of the MARC record is reserved for denoting the 

date of creation of the library record itself. As this typically occurs during 

the process of preparing materials for public access, it is my experience that 

an item’s MARC record indicates the date of an item’s public availability. 

 
5. Typically, in creating a MARC record, a librarian would gather various bits 

of metadata such as book title, publisher and subject headings among others 

and assign each value to a relevant numerical field. For example, a book’s 

physical description is tracked in field 300 while title/attribution is tracked in 

field 245. The 008 field of the MARC record is reserved for denoting the 

creation of the library record itself. As this is the only date reflecting the 

inclusion of said materials within the library’s collection, it is my experience 
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that an item’s 008 field accurately indicates the date of an item’s public 

availability. 

 
6. I have reviewed Exhibit 1011 HTML Unleashed by Rick Darnell, 1st ed.  

 
7. Attached hereto as Appendix DARNELL01 is a true and correct copy of the 

MARC record for HTML Unleashed as held by the University of California 

San Diego’s library. I secured this record myself from the library’s public 

catalog. The MARC record contained within Appendix DARNELL01 

accurately describes the title, author, publisher, and ISBN number of HTML 

Unleashed.  

 
8. Attached hereto as Appendix DARNELL02 is a true and correct copy of 

selections from HTML Unleashed as held by the University of California 

San Diego’s library. These scans were secured from the library collection in 

person. In comparing Exhibit 1011 to Appendix DARNELL02, it is my 

determination that Exhibit 1011 is a true and correct copy of HTML 

Unleashed by Rick Darnell.  

 
9. The 008 field of the MARC record in Appendix DARNELL01 indicates the 

date of record creation. The 008 field of Appendix DARNELL01 indicates 

University of California San Diego’s library first acquired this book as of 
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August 12, 1997. Considering this information, it is my determination that 

HTML Unleashed was made available to the public shortly after its initial 

acquisition in August 1997. 

 
10. I have been retained on behalf of the Petitioner to provide assistance in the 

above-illustrated matter in establishing the authenticity and public 

availability of the documents discussed in this declaration. I am being 

compensated for my services in this matter at the rate of $100.00 per hour 

plus reasonable expenses.  My statements are objective, and my 

compensation does not depend on the outcome of this matter. 

 
11. I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. I 

hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are 

true and that all statements made on information and belief are believed to 

be true; and further that these statements were made the knowledge that 

willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or 

imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States 

Code. 
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Dated: 02/08/2023 
 
 
 
June Ann Munford 
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234 Basic HTMI 4224| ParrIl

Once upon a time, before the World Wide Webgotits name, there was 4 network that looked
and acted like the Web, but it wasn’t available to everyone. [t was pretty limited in scopeand
appearance and was used by a bunchofguys with funnyhats and whose hobbies includedmissile
button design. These folks didn’t care muchfor aesthetics and entertainment, so their Web
didn’t support images. Besides, they werestill workingin the days ofyore wheneescreens
were green. Their browsers only displayed text, and there was no need or demand for present-
ing graphics across the network connection.

Someofthe people with access to theearly incarnationsofthe Web were at universities and
otherinstitutions ofhigher learning. As more and morepeople cameinto contactee
it became more popular and moreideas surfaced about other uses and how it could look much
nicer thanit looked.

Butall of the browsers in those early days were text-based. As the desire to share ideas grew,
someonecameup withthe bright idea of including images as part of a Web page.

Oneofthe most popularchoicesatthe time was Lynx. It’s still around today and in wide
use among people who use nongraphics-based computer systems, and those who just
prefer not to botherwith all of the Web adornments such as images, applets,virtualreality,
and so on.

Enter the National Center for Supercomputing Applicationsat the University of Illinois
(NCSA). They put togethera little program called Mosaic that supported the display of im-
ages right on the page with the restofthe text. Thus, the graphical browser was born, andthis
first work becamethebasisforvirtually every other browsercreatedsince, including Netscape
Navigator and Microsoft Internet Explorer.

NCSAadded an additionaltag called <IMG> to the fledgling HTML, which enabled early au-
thors toinsert a picture inline with the rest of the text. That tagis still around, andit has some
brand new tricks, which I show you in this chapter. This chapter also includes some friends
and relations of the tag that also relate to images. This feature has come a long waysinceits
first inception, and you'll learn a multitude of ways to manipulate appearance and placement.

The Basic <IMG>
The <IMG> tag is an empty element used to insert inline images. This includes items such as
small icons and graphics, in addition to large image maps that occupy most of the browser
window.Becausethetagis a single resource element (one tag for one image), an endingtagis
not supported.
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Addi ng Images to Your Web Page
CHarter 12

In additiontoidentifying which imagetouse, the tag also has various attributes for definingits
positionrelative to the surrounding text and Web content. This includes floating the image in
the left orright margin, or placing it on topof, below, or centered onthe textlineit appears on.
The syntax for an image tag is

<IMG src="/{URL]filename" [alt="textDescription">

where the sre attribute identifies the image filename through a physical or relative URL and
filename. Thealt attribute is used to define a brief text description of the imageorits use for
browsers that don’t load the image.

Browsers don’t load imagesfor a variety of reasons.First, the browser could be a
nongraphical browser such as Lynx. Second, the user might have image autoloading turned
off to speed up download time. Providing a value for alt ensures that the user has some
idea of what's supposedto be going on with that big blank space.

The attributeis vital for interoperability with speech-based and text-only user agents. For
disabled persons, the alt value can providea brief description of what the imageis. For
textonly browsers,it’s the only indication thatthe useris missing any content.

Thesre attributeis required for every image.It identifies the specific imageto use andits type.
The two most popularimagefile types are GIF (Graphics Interchange Format) and JPEG (Joint
Photographic Experts Group,also used as JPG), although PNG (Portable Network Graphic)
imagesare starting to gain acceptance and widerusage.

The second attribute in the syntax definition,alt, is optional but recommended.It provides a
textual description of the image andis the only portion ofthe tag used by browsers that don’t
support inline images.

Where to align the Image
The align attribute controls how the imageis positioned in relation to the line of text in which
it occurs. Unlike other alignment attributes for items such as tables, align controls both the
horizontal and vertical placement.Its syntax is

<IMG src="URL" align="position">

where UAL includes the nameofthefile, and positionis oneoffive values: top, middle, bottom,

left, or right. The specific action of each valueis as follows:

@ top positions the top ofthe graphic with the top of the currentline’ (See Figure 12.1.)
If the text line is formatted with a tag such as <H1>, the imagewill appear to occupy
more space within thelineitself thanif it occurs within a line of standard bodytext.
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Ficure 12.1.
Top alignmentcauses
the top ofthe image to
line up with the top of
the currentline. Note

the position ofthe top
border ofthe image in
relation to the letters
next to it,

|] and Chlorine Release which was a real inconveniencefor a long time for a lot of people. The
|] chlorine was green and the sky was raining.
|] Text Line 2
| Text Line 3
 

Browsers differ concerning whethertheline immediately preceding or followingis
used to determine alignment.

M middleis similar to top, but the vertical midline of the image is aligned with the
baseline ofthe currentline. (See Figure 12.2.) Its interpretation is consistent across
browsers.

Ficure 12.2.

Middle alignment
matches the vertical

halfwaypoint ofthe
image to the baseline of
the current line oftext.

_

and Chlonne Release which was areal inconvenience for a long time for a lot of people. The
chlonne was green and the sky was rauung
Text Line 2

Text Line 3
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H bottom is the default value if align is omitted from the <1mG@> tag. (See Figure 12.3.) In
this case, the bottom of the image rests on the baseline for the current line.

Fieurt 12.3.
Bottom alignmentis the
default placementfor
images. The bottom of
the image rests on the
baselinefor the current
line oftext.

LU ie (align=bottom) Alberton Canyon Derailment
and Chlorine Release which was a real inconvenience for a long time for a lot of people. The
chlorine was green and the sky was raining 

M@ left forces the imageto the current left margin, and any text following the image
flows aroundtheright margin of the image. (See Figure 12.4.) Its interpretation
depends on whetheranyimagesor other material with left alignmentappearearlier.
Preceding text generally forces the image to wrap to a new line, with the subsequent
text continuing on the line preceding the image.

Ficure 12.4,

Left alignmentresults
in the textfollowing the
<IwG> tagflowing
around the right side of
the image. mChlonne Release which was areal

inconvemence for a long ime for a lot of people
he chlorine was green and the sky was ramng 
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@ rightis similar to left, but the imageis forced to the right margin. (See Figure 12.5.)
Anyfollowing text is wrapped along the image's left side.It exhibits the same behavior
as left in the opposite direction, depending on the alignment of preceding text and
other material.

Figure 12.5.

Right alignment is the
same as lefi, only the
subsequent text flows
around the left side of, F(align=right) Albenen Canyon Deralnentsndthe anne Chionne Release which was areal inconvenience

for a long time for a lot of people. The chloe
was green and the sky was raming
Text Line 2
Text Line 3
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Some browsers introduce extra line spacing with multiple images using left or right
alignment. Don’t dependon the spacing to be uniform across all browsers and all plat-
forms. For more information on controlling text flow, see Chapter 8, “Text Alignment and
Formatting.”

Whenplacing an image on a page, rememberthatit is an inline feature thatis displayed right
along with any text on the sameline. Ifit’s not separated from surrounding material with a line
break or paragraph, the imageis placed on the sameline as the currentline of text according to
the align attribute, This can lead to somerather undesirable appearances for images.
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Making Space with width and height
The twosize attributes set the desired horizontal andvertical space for the imagein pixels. They
are typically usedas a pair to reserve space in the browser window before the imageis loaded.
Thesyntax ts

<UMG src="URL" width=pixels height=pixels>

where UAL is the name and pixels is the amountofspace reserved for the image.

For consistent and predictable results, images should be used at actual size; however, that’s
not alwayspossible for a variety of reasons. In most browsers, the width and height
attributes take precedence overthe actual imagesize, allowing an easy way to force the
imageinto a different-sized hole.

There are some drawbacksto this method of resizing an image.First, if a small imageis
enlarged, the overall image quality suffers. If a large image is reduced, download timeis
increasedfor a largerfile than needed.

If the values specified in the <IMG> tag don’t maintain the height to width ratio of the
original, the image will appeardistorted on the Web page.

There are a couple of reasons why you'll wantto specify a size for your image. Thefirst, already
mentioned,is that it can speed display timefor the rest of the page. Whensize informationis
omitted, some browsersset aside a minimal amount ofspace and then begin downloading the
first bit of the image, which includesits size information. While the browser is working on
that, it doesn’t work on downloading any more ofthe body ofthe page.

Depending on the browser, the rest of the page might not display until it knows how much
space each image needs. Or, the display might update and reload as each piece of information
is acquired. Using the width and height attributes removes the guesswork for the browser.

The twoattributes also preserve page formatting. If your page’s overall appearance is depen-
dent on thesize andrelation ofthe imagesto thetext(like a newspaper or magazine), specify-
ing the imagesize ensures that the proper amountofspace is blocked. Although the imagestill
won't appear, the right amount ofspaceis held open to ensure the desired effect.
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Would You Care for a border with That Image?
When an image appears as part of a hypertext link, the browser usually responds by drawing a
colored border (usually blue) around the image. The width of this border is set using the
border attribute. The syntax is

<IMG src="URL" border=pixels>

where vat is the path and nameofthe imagefile, and pixels is the width of the border in
pixels. Use a value of @ to hide the border. The color of the border is controlled by thelink
color attributes in the <Bopy> tag. For more information,see Chapter7, “Structural Elements
and Their Usage.”

Most browsersalso indicate a hyperlink image by changing the mousepointer whenit
posses overthe graphic, so thatthe user doesn’t have to guess whetherthe borderless
imageis a hyperlink.

Give the Imagea Little hspace and vspace
Thespaceattributes set up a buffer zone aroundtheperimeterofthe image. Thisis very useful
when white space is needed immediately adjacentto the image. The hspace and vspaceattributes
set the width of this white space in pixels. The syntax is

<IMG src="UAL" hspace=pixels vspace=pixels>

where UAL is the imagefile and pixels is the numberofpixels addedto the appropriate side. By
default, both are small nonzero numbers. This provides just enough white space to keep the
image from touching adjacent text.

NOTE

White spaceis a design term meaning “space without anythingin it.” The space doesn’t
necessarily have to be white. Depending on the background colorof the page,it could
also be green, blue, pink, or any othercolor.

The spaceis added to bothsides of the attribute. Therefore,if youinclude a value of4@ for
hspace, 40pixels ofspacewill be added to the right andleft sides of the image. This will make
the image appear not in alignment withthe other margins on the page.
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ismap for Server-Side Maps
The ismap attribute identifies the image as an image map. Image maps enable you to associate
specific areas of an image with hyperlinks to other documents,

In order to have validity, an <IMG> element with ismap is encased with a hypertext anchor tag.
Whenthe userclicks the image, the 1emep attribute passes the x andy location of theclick to
the server. The syntax is

<a href="UARL/file.map"><img src="imageURL" ismap></a>

where URL / file. map is the nameofthe MAP file with the coordinate information and imageUAL
is the nameofthe actual image. Thisis called a server-side image map becauseall ofthe hyperlink
informationis processed by the Web server.

The ismapattribute is used only with server-side image maps. In orderto function, the server
must have the appropriate CGI software to process the image map information andthefile
that defines each ofthe hotspots.

The location on the image where theuserclicks is passed to the server by creating a new URL
from the URLspecified in the anchor tag. A question markis added to the end, followed by
the valueof the x and y coordinates separated by a comma.Thelink is then followedusing the
new URL.For example,if the user clicks the location x=10 and y=27, the URLsentto theserver
is /cgibin/navbar.map?10,27.

TIP

It is a good ideato use border=0 with the image and use graphical cluesto let the user
know thatthe imageis a clickable map. Otherwise,it's easy to confuse an image map with
a one-shot hyperlinked image. Graphicalclues include techniques such as bold shapes with
descriptive text, or a long horizontal shapein the traditional navigation bar layout.

A recent feature added to browsers is the capability to interpret an image map without any
help from theserver. These are called client-side image maps, andthey includeall the neces-
sary information to process their hyperlinks without further communication fromtheserver.
This type of image mapis covered withthe next attribute—usemap. Moreinformationon image
mapsis provided in Chapter 14, “Creating Image Maps.”
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usemapfor Client-Side Image Maps
The usemap attributeis used to mark an imageas a client-side image map that is used witha
<uap> element. In most cases, a client-side mapis preferable to a server-side map because it
requires no communicationacross network lines and no additional support from the server to
operate, Thesyntax is

<IMG src="URL" usemap="/mapURL . html] #mapName ">

where URL is the imagefile and /mapURL.htm1)#mapNameis an incomplete URLspecifying the
location ofthe <aP> element that has the coordinate and hyperlink information, and is iden-
tified similar to a target anchor. If the filenameis omitted,the <MAP> element is assumed tobe
in the current HTMLfile.

te)Wan

Notethe difference between the extensionofthefile specified for the hyperlink anchor on
ismap and the sourceof the coordinates for usemap. The former requires a MAPfile, which
consists of a collection of coordinates and hyperlinks. Thelatter is a block of HTML tags
within an HTMLfile. The file can contain other content, or it can exist solely for containing
the map information.

Thevariousactive regionsof the image mapare described for the browser using <MAP> and <AREA>
tags. This informationis usually placed inside the HTML file with the <IMG> tag that requires
it, although it can beplaced in a separatefile if the same mapis used on several pages.

To ensure compatibility across browsers and platforms, ismap and usemap can be used on the
same image. This allows the browser to choose which way it wantsto interpret the image map,
giving the document the maximum chance for compatibility.

Background Images
Althoughthey are notdirectly related to the <IMG> tag, this seemslike a good place to mention
the use of background images for Web pages. These images are placed on a page through an
attribute of the <sopy> tag. The syntax is

<BODY background="/UAL J filename">

where UALis the location ofthe image specified with a complete URLincluding server name
and path or a relative URL with or without a pach, and filename is the nameofthe image to
use. For more information onrelative pathnames, see Chapter 11, “Linking Documents and
Images.”
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For compatibility, limit the file type to GIF or JPEG. Imagefiles in these formats are sup-
ported byvirtually every graphical browserin use.

The imageis placed in the backgroundof the Webpage, similar to hanging wallpaper in a
bedroom. Ifthe image is smaller than the space occupied by the browser window,it's tiled to
fill the entire background. Use care to ensure that the imageisn’t so bold or distracting as to
make the rest of the page unreadable. For more information on using background and other
color attributes of <BoDY>, see Chapter 7.

Using Images as Substitute Content
With the wide variety of browsers and capabilities on the Web,it’s increasingly hard to make
onepage workfor everyone. This is especially true when including contentsuchas Java applets,
ActiveX controls, and Netscape plug-ins. If a browser doesn’t recognize yourspecial content,it
ignoresit and eitherleaves a big hole or a blank space in your layout.

You can use browser tag incompatibility to your advantageby placing an image tag just before
the closing tag of the specialized content. The formatis
<APPLET attributes height=contentHeight width=contentWidth>
<PARAM attributes>

other applet-specific lines...
<IMG src="URL" height=imageHeight width=imageWidth>
</APPLET>

wherethe applettag is any of the specialized content container tags and the parametertags are
any of the tags subordinate to the container. As a matterofstyle and convention, the <IMG> tag
is placed immediately preceding the closing container tag, and the content and imagesize at-
tributes have the same value.

Whenthisset of tags is encountered by a browser that doesn’t supportapplets, the followingis
what happens:

@ The opening containertag is not understood, so the browserignores it and does
nothing.

@ Likewise, the subsequent tags that supportthe container tag are ignored. Sofar, the
browser has done nothing but throw away the material that it doesn’t understand.

@ Whenthe <1mG> tag is encountered, the browser suddenly has somethingit can work
with. It interprets this tag and loads the image into the document inthe spacethat
was originally designed for thespecialized content.

@ The closing container tag is reached. Because it closes something the browser never
understood, it is ignored, too.
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This technique ensures that everyone who views your page has somethingto see, even ifit’s a
large graphic that says, “You need a Java-compatible browserfor this page.” Another common
usage is to use a screen capture from a video or VRML forthe image. Even though the image
is static, the userstill gets a taste of what was intended.

Summary
Useof inline images in Web pages is part ofwhat made the World Wide Web such a popular
place to spend time. Useofthe image tag depends on only oneattribute, src, to identify the
graphics file. Although plug-ins and different browsers support a wide variety of image for-
mats, GIF and JPEGare the most popular and are supported in virtually every setting.
With the advent of HTML3.2, additional capabilities within the <IMG> tag are officially ex-
tended to make it easier to control the appearance and behaviorofgraphics on the Web page.
Usingalignmentandspacingattributes enables you to left- or right-justify an image while causing
the surroundingtext to wrap around the margins.
Mappingattributes set the graphics as an image map. Graphical image maps are one of the
more popular uses for graphics files, including menu bars andfull-screen images forsite navi-
gation.

Additional attributes of the <1mG> tag are covered in the next chapter, including those used to
insert virtual reality worlds andaviation clips. Read on for more information on making your
graphical Webpage really graphical.
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u've learned simply isn’t enough to
stand out and truly be differ-
Although those are generally

ensions that are being
h concepts andexten-

There are times whenusing the basic HTML tags that yo
get what you want. Sometimesyoureally want your Webpage to
ent. Manypeople turn to Java and JavaScript in suchsituations.
adequate solutions, they aren't the only ones, A number of HTM L ext
proposed for the next update to HTML are available to you. Iwo suc
sions are frames andlayers,

Frames
Frames are the implementation of a concept currently under disc
Web Consortium (W3C). With frames, you can separate Web pages
sections can be anysize within the browser window and,if allowe
contentin one frame can be independentofotherframesif the Webaut
possible to have theuser's actions in one frameaffect the content of other frames.

WhatAre Frames Good For?
Because the contents in each frame are separate and distinctive of each other,
control over the information presented. For example, a commercial Web site could put the
logosofits big advertisers in separate frames. Whateverthe user does at such a site won't make
the logos disappear. This way, you can providefree advertising to your big sponsors and not
worry about someone missingit.

ussion at the World Wide
into distinct sections. These
d, can be resized. Also, the

hor so desires.It’s also

you get better

But frames give you far more functionality, rather than just control over whatis presented.
With the frames extension, you can change the contentofother frames, which makesit pos-
sible for you to use frames as a navigation tool. You could display the main menufor yoursite
in one frameandthe contentsin another. Whenthe user makesa selection on the main menu,

the contents framewill be updated.In fact, many such cool Websites doprecisely this (as shown
in Figure 18.1).

Considerations of Frame Use
Framescan be a useful tool, but you shouldn’t just rush out andstart using them. You need to
take someconsiderations into accountbefore using frames. First, frames are a relatively new
idea. As a result, some older browsers don’t even supportframes. For example, Lynx, the text-
only Web browser, provides limited support for frames. As a result, if you use frames, many
Lynx users will have problems getting around yoursite. Additionally, moderately older brows-
ers have a pooruserinterface for navigating through frames. Netscape Navigator 2.0 was the
first Web browser to support frames. Everythingwas fine, unless you wanted to go back a frame
configuration or two.
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The actualcontents of this Web pageare displayed here.

Another considerationin using frames is whether they're really necessary. Although frames are
a goodtool, they aren’t appropriateforall Websites. If you're creating your own personal Web
page, you can probably get away with using frames. After all, you want the Web page to im-
press only yourself and maybe your friends. You're not trying to ply any goods, so you're not
really losing out on anything. If your companyhasahistoryofbeing a “hip” and “with-ic” type
ofcompany, youcouldalso use frames. Ifyou're selling airplanes or powertools, however, you
probably don’t need them. So when should you use frames? Look at the following criteria. If
you meet any of them, you should consider using frames:

®@ I's a personal Webpage,

® Your companyhas a maverick/independent image.

® Your target audience will mostlikely be using thelatest browser,

Syntax of Frame Creation
Like working with most other building blocks of HTML,creating framesisn’t terribly diffi-
cult. In fact, I found cables a bir harder to create than frames. The frameextension is made up
of three new HTMLtags and one newattribute. The easiest ofthe three tags to understandis
the <NOFRAMES></NOFRAMES> container. Basically, only Web browsers that don’t support frames
will display whatever is betweenthose tags. You can use these tags to tell users what browser
youprefer themto use so that they can view your frames.
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<FRAMESET>. . .</FRAMESET>
The <FRAMESET>. ..</FRAMESET> container is the starting point for designing your framelay-
out. Usethis containertospecify the relative and absolutesize of each frame. You can use only
the <FRAME> tag and the <NOFRAMES> and <FRAMESET> containers within these tags. Whencreat-
ing any Web page with frames, you mustfirst define a top-level frameset. You can create this
top-level frameset onlyif you use the <FRAMESET> container instead of the <800Y> container.
Table 18.1 details the attributes for the <FRAMESET> tag. Generally, the syntax for the <FRAMESET>
</FRAMESET> groupoftags is as follows:

<FRAMESET frame_configuration. ..>
<FRAME SRC=URL1...>
<FRAME SRC=URL2...>

<FRAME SRC=URLn...>

..-Additional <FRAMESET></FRAMESET> tags as needed...</FRAMESET>

Table 18.1. Attributes for <FRAMESET>.  

  Attribute Name Acceptable Values Purpose

BORDER Anyinteger number Indicates the border thick-
ness for all child frames.

cOoLs A numberthat may or Defines the number and
may not have a size of the columns you
percentage sign (%) or wantto create. A number
asterisk (*) without a percentage sign

indicates the size of the

columnin pixels. A number
with a percentage sign
indicates the width of the
framerelative tothe width of

the browser. An asterisk

indicates thar the frameis

sized proportionately to
otherframes. Specify
multiple columns by
quoting thesize ina
comma-separatedlist.

FRAMEBORDER 1 or O Specifies whether frames are
displayed with a border. A
value of 1 indicates the

presence of a frame border
and 0 disables the frame

border. Individual frames

can override this attribute.
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Attribute Name Acceptable Values Purpose 
ROWS A numberthat may

or may not have a
percentage sign (%) or
asterisk (*)

Defines the number and

size of the rows you want
to create. A number without

a percentage sign indicates
the size of the row in pixels.
A number with a percentage
sign indicates the height
of the frame relative to the
width ofthe browser. The
asterisk indicates that the

frameis sized proportion-
ately toother frames. Specify
multiple columns by
quoting thesize in a
comma-separatedlist. 

The <FRAME> Tag
After you specify a frameset, you mustdefine the contentof those frames, which is where the
<FRAME> tag comes in. The <FRAME> tag controls variousattributes for a particular frame, such
as the content,color, and border width. For every row or column you define in the frameset,
you musthave a corresponding <FRAME>. Thefirst frame,specified by either COLS or Rows,will
use thefirst <FRAME> tag (as shownin Listing 18.1). You can create complicated frame layouts
using the <FRAMESET> containertags instead of the <FRAME> tag. (See the section “Creating Fancy
Frame Layouts,” later in this chapter.) Table 18.2 completely lists all the attributes that the
<FRAME> tag uses.

Listing 18.1. Code to create a framelayout.
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Sample Frameset</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<FRAMESET ROWS="50% , 50%">

<FRAME SRC="agenda.htm1">
<FRAME SRC="minutes.html">

</FRAMESET>
</HTML>
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Table 18.2. Attributes for <FRAME>,

Attribute Name Acceptable Values

FRAMEBORDER Lor 0

MARGINHE TIGHT Any integer number

MARGINWIDTH Any integer number

NAME Anystring beginning
with a letter

NORESIZE None

SCROLLING Yes, No, or Auto

SRC Any URL

69

Purpose

Specifies whether frames are
displayed with a border. A value
of 1 indicates the presence ofa
frame border and 0 disables the
frame border. Individual frames
can override this attribute.
Indicates the height of the top
and bottom marginsin pixels.
Indicates the heightoftheleft
and right marginsin pixels.
Identifies the nameofthe frame
for reference. There are four
reserved names: _blank,

_parent, _self, and _top.
The _blank name opens a new
window with the specified URL.
The _parent nameopensthe
URL in the parentframeofthe
current frame. If youcall
a _self frame, the URL replaces
the framethe link was originally
in. The _top namedisplays the
URL inthe full window.

Simply acts as a toggle switch.
Whenpresent,it prevents the
user from resizing the frame.

Specifies whethera scrollbar
appears in the frame. Whenset
to Auto, the browser determines

whether a scrollbar should be

created. Autois the default

behavior.

Specifies thefile to be displayed
within the frame. If you do not
specify a SRC attribute, the
space where the frame would
appear will be blank.
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The New Attribute
The final addition to HTMLthat the frames extensions made was to add a new extension.
That extension, TARGET, was added to the Anchor element. ‘This attribute takes a single string
that specifies the name of the frame to display the contents, The <FRAME> tag, using the NAME
attribute, defines the nameofthe frame(as shownin Listing 18.2). This enables you to change
the contents ofa frame by using hypertext links. For example, Figure 18.2 shows a framed Web
page and the namesfor each. If youclick a link in theleft frame, named 1eft, the right frame,
namedright, is updated appropriately. The HTML sourcefortheleft frameis shownin List-
ing 18.1. Frequently using the TARGET attribute updates the frame. The TARGET attribure isn’t
part of the <FRAMESET> or <FRAME> tag definition. Rather,it’s an attribute for the <a> tag, used
for navigation purposes. The TARGET attributeis entirely optional, and not using it would make
each frame update independently. The last link in the left frame of Figure 18,2 updates the
contents ofits own frame.

To create a new window,specify an invalid frame name.

 

  

 
Ficure 18.2.

In this simpleframed
page, the contents on
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Listing 18.2. The HTML source for the entire Web page shown in Figure 18.2.
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Sample Frameset</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<FRAMESET COLS="50%, 50%">

<FRAME SRC="left.html">
<FRAME SRC="right.html">

</FRAMESET>
</HTML>
inaee

Listing 18.3. HTMLsourcefor the frame Left shown in Figure 18.2.
<HTML>
<HEAD>

<TITLE>This title doesn't show up in the browser window</TITLE></HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF ">
Make a Selection:
<UL>

<LI><A HREF="agenda.html" TARGET="right ">Agenda</A></LI>
<LI><A HREF="minutes. html" TARGET="right">Meeting Minutes</A></LI>
<LI><A HREF="mainmenu.html" TARGET=“_self">Return to Main Menu</A></LI></UL>
</BODY>
</HTML> 

Making Frames
Now you know whatframes are and what arguments they use. Butit takes a lot more than
simply knowing the tags to be able to create frame layouts. You need to be able to put what
you've just read aboutinto practice.I'll give you somesimple frame layouts and show you how
they would look in a Web browser.

Creating Simple Frame Layouts
Let’s start out on applying your frame knowledge by creating a simple Web page. It should
have two frames—one on top and one on the bottom. You won't care about the content in
each frame because those are just regular Web pages. Also, you won’t haveanylinks that up-
date each other; | already covered that. Figure 18.3 shows what your Web page should look
like, and Listing 18.4 shows how it was done,

Listing 18.4. The HTML sourcefor the page shown in Figure 18.3.
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Two Frame Web Page</TITLE>
</HEAD>
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<FRAMESET ROWS="50%, 50%">
<FRAME SRC="top.html*>
<FRAME SRC="bottom.html*>

</FRAMESET>
</HTML>

Ficure 18.3.

layout has oniy two
frames.

 

This is the bottom frame. 
Maybe thatwas a bit too easy. I think you could figure out the appropriate values to plug into
the rows attribute. Also, with two frames,it’s not hard to guess which Web page goes into which
frame. Let’s try something moredifficult. Let’s try three frames—twonext to each other and
the third under both of them.(See Figure 18.4.) Take a lookatListing 18.5 to see how it should
be done. Basically, youfirst create a <FRAMESET> that encapsulates the general look of the Web
page, suchas splitting it horizontally in this case. Next, instead of using a <FRAME> to specify
the Web page to be presented in the frame, you specify another <FRAMESET>. This nested
<FRAMESET> further subdivides the region, allowing you to display even more Webpages. Be-
cause youare splitting the top frameregion, the nested <FRAMESET> willbesplit vertically. This
nested <FRAMESET> receivesits contents from the two <FRAME> tags between the beginning and
ending tags. Finally, to specify the Web page for the bottom frame, you simply use a regular
<FRAME> tag.

Listing 18.5. HTML sourcefor the page shown in Figure 18.4.
<HTML>
<HEAD>

<TITLE>Three Frame Web Page</TITLE></HEAD>

continues
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Listing 18.5. continued
<FRAMESET ROWS="70%, 30%">

<FRAMESET COLS="70%, 30%">
<FRAME SRC="left. html">

<FRAME SRC="right.html*>
</FRAMESET>
<FRAME SRC="bottom.html">

</FRAMESET>
</HTML>
_

Ficure 18.4.

Thisframe layout,
which can be a little

tricky, uses three
frames.

 
o a

This ts the left frame. 

 
 

This is the bottom frame.

The importantpart to remember aboutthis exampleis that you nested <FRAMESET> tags, which
is how you were able to have theleft and right frames. You now have the basics of creating
nice, functional layouts. With these ideas, you can create truly advanced framelayoutsifyou
think about how to lay out a page beforehand. The next section deals with creating sophisti-
cated frame layouts.

Creating Fancy Frame Layouts
It’s quite possible, by using frames, to havereally cool-looking frame layouts. Earlier, I briefly
mentioned that you could nest <FRAMESET> tags. This procedureis che heart of makinga truly
spectacular Web page. Because <FRAMESET> uses the currently available window space, nesting
enables you to further subdivide the window.For example, consider how Figure 18.5 was cre-
ated. Or, you can cheat andlook at Listing 18.6. Basically, you split the window into three
horizontal frames, leaving the bottom frame alone. You subdivide the top frameinto four nested
frames,all ofthem nextto each other. You thensplit the middle region into two nested frames,
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leaving the left frame region alone. Finally, you split the middle left frame region into four
frames, one on top ofeach other,

Listing 18.6. HTML source for the frame layout in Figure 18.5. =SS.
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Advanced Frame Layout</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<FRAMESET ROWS="33%, 33%, 33%">

<FRAMESET COLS="25%, 25%, 25%, 25%" >
<FRAME SRC="blank1.html">
<FRAME SRC="blank2.html">
<FRAME SRC="blank3.html">
<FRAME SRC="blank4.html">

</FRAMESET>
<FRAMESET COLS="80%, 20%">

<FRAME SRC="blank5.html">
<FRAMESET ROWS="25%, 25%, 25%, 25%" >

<FRAME SRC="blank6.htm1l">
<FRAME SRC="blank7.html“>
<FRAME SRC="blank8.htm1">
<FRAME SRC="blank9.html">

</FRAMESET>
</FRAMESET>
<FRAME SRC="blank10.html">

</FRAMESET>
</HTML> 

Figure 18.5. frame2.html frame3.himl

By nesting <FRANESET>
tags, you can create Eeasehdeackcs Mg yr be
sophisticated Web

frame4.himl —frame6.himl

 

pages. : aSBac: Forved Reload Home
 

frame] html

frome7.himl

frame5.himl

frame] 0.html
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Layers
Layers are a very new set oftools that help make neat-looking Web pages. Layers, created by
Netscape, enable Web authors to define any number of sub-Web pages—pages whose content
is independentof each other and the main Web page. They can show any URL,just like a
Web page, ora frame, but also have much flexibility. Frames can be positioned, sized, and moved
around with various JavaScript code. Further, you can put layers on top of each other, and
have only certain ones showing their content. Hence, they're called “layers.” When you use
layers correctly, you can create some outstanding Web pages. Currently, only Netscape Navi-
gator 4.0 will support the layers, although Internet Explorer 4.0 will probably do so as well.

Differences Between Framesand Layers
“Layers sounda lotlike frames,” I hear you saying. Notat all. Layers and framesare different
in numerousrespects. First, you can’t simply have one frame; you musthaveatleast two. That
meansthat the frame layout takes up the entire Web browser window. Layers, on the other
hand, are separate entities that take up only a certain amountofspace. If the Web author de-
sires, he or she can usealayer that takes up the entire Web browser windowspace. But perhaps
more importantly, layers have two functions that frames simply lack.

First, you can controlthevisibility of a layer. In other words, you can showor hideany andall
layers. This is quite different from frames, which simply must take up the entire Web browser
window space. You cannotcreate a framethat takes up only a certain portion of the browser
window. Furthermore, you can useJavaScript(as discussed in the section “Layers and JavaScript”
in this chapter) to change layer visibility so that—depending on whata user does with
JavaScript—adifferent layer shows.

A second and very importantfunction that frames lack is the precise layout control that you
have with layers. That is, with frames, as with all other HTMLtags, the browser determines
whereeach tag goes in the Web browser. With layers, you can specify exactly where you want
a layer to be placed on the window. You don’t have to worry abouta layer showing upin dif-
ferent locations on different computers. You control whereit goes.

Finally, with layers, you also have the built-in ability to change their positions. So, if you were
to use JavaScript, you could contro! not only whichlayers are seen but where they appear. This
gives you unparalleled control over how your Webpagelooks. Additionally, you could use this
ability to movelayers to create neat animations. For example, you could create a set of images
of an airplane, put each on a separatelayer, and use JavaScript to control whichlayeris visible.

. .

Considerationsfor Layer Use
For all the neat functionality of layers, there are some reasons you don’t want to use them
immediately. The primary reason is that, currently, only Netscape Communicator supports
layers. Although there are a lot of Netscape Navigator users, there aren’t necessarily a lot of
Communicator owners. The fact that Netscape Communicatoris released doesn’t mean that
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all Navigator users will rush out anduse it. As a result, by using layers, you could be aimingfor
a rather small market. Almost all corporate sites should avoid layers until other browsers start
ro support them. You can probably get away with using layers in personal Web pages, but don’t
be surprised ifyou get some complaints. The primary reasons you would want to use layers are
the sameas those for wantingto use frames. If you meet any of the followingcriteria, you should
probablyuse layers:

@ Youare creating a personal Webpage.

@ Your companyhas a maverick or independent image.
@ Your target audiencewill most likely be using the latest browser.

Another consideration in using layers is that JavaScript handles mostofits functionality. That
means that along with further alienating some users, you should watch the content.It’s too
easy for developers to overload their JavaScript Web pages with graphics and sound. Layers
makes it all the more tempting to putupreally cool Web pages and not consider the user. Far
too many Web pages today, withoutlayers, have large Java applets and large images. It can
take a considerable amountoftime, even with intranet-level connections, to retrieve some of

these pages. This situation can only get worse if people don’t think about the consequences of
using layers.

An additional consideration for the usage oflayers is that the W3C hasn’t agreed onits speci-
fications. Although thisisn’t surprising for cutting-edge HTMLcode,the standards commit-
tee has also shelved discussion on layers, so it’s possible that the W3C has completely lost
interest in the idea oflayers. Therefore, it’s possible that the W3C will simply drop the pro-
posed layer tags entirely. You have no guarantee thatlayers willbe dropped, but you also have
no guarantee that they won't.

Yet anotherconsideration in usinglayers is how much work you wantfor yourself. If you in-
tend to use layers extensively, you must remembertharit will create a bit of work. Because
layers can be anywhere onthescreen, they are out-flow layers, which means that any HTML
code after a layer will appear exactly where it wouldgoif the layer tags weren’t used. For ex-
ample, suppose yougive a title to a Web page, define a layer, and then add a bulleted list of
items. Thebulleted list of items would come immediately below thetitle of the Web page, not
after the layer. You might wantto use an in-flow layer for such a purpose.

What Are In-Flow and Out-Flow Layers?
In this section, I talk about how to create layers. The newlayer specifications allow for two
different types oflayers: out-flow and in-flow layers. An out-flow layer—probably whatyou,
like most people, will use—is positioned exactly where the Web author wantsit to be. To cre-
ate an out-flow layer, use the <LAYER>. . .</LAYER> containertags. An in-flow layeris offset from
the last HTMLtag ortext. To create in-flow layers, use the <ILAYER>. . .</ILAYER> container
tags. The <ILayer> tag has exactly the same argumentas the <LAYER> tag. Because the syntax
for using both are the same,for simplicity’s sake I'll talk about only out-flow layers.
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Attributes and Methodsof Layers
Layers are ofa similar nature to frames in that they divide the Web browser windowintodis-
tinct objects. You can’t change frames dynamically. Therefore, when a user selects a particular
link, you should havea frame changeits size. Layers are simply the next progression from frames,
allowing you to modify their attributes based on user events. In creating layers, you can set a
numberofpossible attributes. In addition, each layer you create has a number ofpredefined
methods associated with it. Methods is just another name for functions or subroutines, if you
preter. Neither layer attributes nor methods were created for frames.

Layer Attributes
Youcan set a certain numberofattributes for each layer you create. These attributes are just
like regular HTMLtagattributes, with one big difference: For almost every attribute available,
a corresponding layer property is available.I'll talk more aboutlayer properties in the next sec-
tion, “Layer Properties and Methods.” Table 18.3 lists all the attributes for the <LAYER>...
</LAYER> container tags. The general <LAYeR> tag can be broken downas follows:
<LAYER layer_attributes>
.. HTML code or plain text...
</LAYER>

Table 18.3. Attributes for <LAYER> and <ILAYER> containertags.

Attribute Name Acceptable Values Purpose

ABOVE Any layer name Indicates that the current layeris
abovethespecified layer name.

BACKGROUND Any URL Specifies the background image to
be displayedin thelayer.

BELOW Any layer name Indicates that the current layer is
below the specified layer name.

BGCOLOR #RAGGBB Identifies the backgroundcolor for
the layer. RR, GG, and 8B are hexa-
decimal numbersthat give the
intensity of the red, green, and blue
values of a color. You canspecify
only two digits for the hexadecimal
numbers.

CLIP Integer, Integer, Specifies the left, top, right, and
Integer, Integer bottom coordinates by four-

integer numbersfor the layer in
pixels. Whateveris in the layer
contained in the CLIP rectangleis
displayed.
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Purpose-_ee-sOlk—5O031kTDDOL

LEFT Anyinteger value

NAME Anystring beginning
with a letter

TOP Any integervalue

VISIBILITY SHOW, HIDE, or INHERIT

WIDTH Anyinteger value

ZINDEX Anyinteger value

Layer Properties and Methods

Specifies the left edge of the layer in
pixels from theleft side of the
browser window. For <ILAYER>, this

attribute specifies the offset from
the previous HTMLtag ortext.
Identifies the layer for Java or
JavaScript referential use.

Specifies the top edgeofthe layer
in pixels from the top of the
browser window.For <ILayER>, this
attribute specifies the offset from
the previous HTMLtag ortext.
Determines whether thelayeris
visible. The INHERIT value causes

the layer to take thevisibility
attribute ofits parent.

Indicates the width ofthe layer in
pixels.
Indicates the index value for the

layer for stacking and displaying. xSe DAV]ONLI
Because Netscape intendedlayers to enable you to create dynamic Web pages, layers have a
few extra features. All of these features provide hooks for scripting languagesinto accessing aspects
of the layer. The script can changevalues ofsome properties or call some layer methods. Table
18.4 showsall the propertiesforall layers. Table 18.5 gives youalist of methodsavailable toall
layers.

Table 18.4. The <LAYER> tag properties.

Attribute Name Can Be Changed?—_Acceptable Values

above No Anylayer name

background Yes Any URL

78

Description

Specifies the parentlayer
of the current layer for
nestedlayers.

Specifies the background
imageto be displayed in
the layer.

continues
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Table 18.4. continued

Attribute Name

below

clip.top,

clip.left,

clip.right,

clip.bottom,

clip.width,

clip.height

bgColor

height

layers

left

name

sibling.Above

Extending HTML 3.2

Can Be Changed?

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Acceptable Values

Anylayer name

All properties accept
any integer value

#RAGGBB

Anyinteger value

An array

Any integer value

Anystring
beginning with a
letter

Anylayer name

79

Description

Specifies the child layer
of the current layer for
nested layers.

Control the various

aspects ofthe clipping
rectangle.

Identifies the back-

groundcolorfor the
layer. RR, GG, and BB are
hexadecimal numbers

thatgive the intensity of
the red, green, and blue
values of a color. You can

specify only two digits
for the hexadecimal

numbers.

Indicates the height of
the layer in pixels.
Stores the index and

namefor each defined

layer,

Specifies the number of
pixels, from theleft edge
of the browser window,

wherethelayer should
start.

Identifies the layer for
Java or JavaScript
referential use.

Indicates that the current

layer is above the
specified layer name. A
null value indicates the

top-level layer.
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Attribute Name—Can Be Changed? Acceptable ValuesSeeeee

sibling.Below No Anylayer name

top Yes Anyinteger value

visibility Yes show, hide, or
inherit

width No Anyinteger value

ZINDEX Yes Any integer value

Table 18.5. The <LAYER> tag methods. 

Methed Name—Parameters Parameter Data Type

offset (x,y) integer, integer

moveAbove (layer_name) string

80

 

Description 

Indicates that the current

layer is below the
specified layer name. A
null value indicates the

bottom-most layer.

Specifies the number of
pixels from the top ofthe
browser window, where

the layerstarts.
Determines whether the

layeris visible. The
INHERIT value causes the

layer to take the visibility
attribute ofits parent.
Indicates the width of

the layerin pixels,
Indicates the index value

for the layer for stacking
and displaying. Layers
with a higher zINDEX
value will be stacked

above lower zINDEX

numbered layers. 

 

Description 

Causes the layerto be offset
on theleft by the specified x
value. The topis similarly
offset by the specified y
value.

Adjusts the stacking array to
place the current layer above
thespecified layer. Both
layers will have the same
parent.

continues
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Table 18.5. continued

Method Name Parameters Parameter Data Type Description

moveBelow (layer_name)—string Adjusts the stacking array to
place the current layer below
the specifiedlayer.

moveTo (x,y) integer, integer Places a layer at a precise
screen location. You specify
the exact position at which
you wantthe upper-left
cornerofthelayer to be
placed.

resize (width, height) integer, integer Resizes the current layer. The
first value is the desired

width of the layer and the
second is the desired height. 

Layers and Languages
Onenicer aspectoflayers is that it has built-in support for languages. You can use just about
anyscripting language, such as JavaScript, to expand the capabilities of layers. You can dynami-
cally curn layers on or off when the user moves his or her mouse. You can exploit the features
of both the language and layers. Thefirst part in accessing the features of layers is to be able co
look at and change its properties. You can do this by using the following syntax:

document. layername.property

Here, documentis the required string, but layername and property are variables. The layername
represents the namethat you've given to the layer, and property is the property of the layer
that you wantto access. (See Table 18.4.) Similarly, you can access the methodsofa particular
layer with the following syntax:

document. layername.method(params)

Onceagain, document is a required string, and layername is the nameofthe layer. This time,
method is the name of the method you wantto access, and params are the parameters you're
passing. Table 18.5 completely lists all the methods and their parameters built into all layers.
I'll talk more aboutusing properties and methods laterin this chapter.

Creating Layers
So now that you knowthetechnical syntax of creatinglayers, it should be a snap to create them,
right? Well, not always. Sometimes,it helps to try out what you know before you putit into
your Web page. Asaresult,I'll go through a couple of examples of usinglayers. I'll show you
a Web page with somelayers and then show you howit was done.
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Basic Layer Use
In some ways,creating layers is much easier than creating frames. With layers, you can specify
the exact size and position you want the layer to be. Also, all HTML code between the
<LAYER>.. .</LAYER> container is processed as usual. So, let’s start by trying to create three lay-
ers, each next to each other. Figure 18.6 shows you the look to strive for, and it was created
with the code in Listing 18.7. In this example, you use three out-flow layers and simplyspecify
their background color. Out-flow layers are used because they give you very precise control
over where thelayers are placed. In this example,the layers are simply positioned next to each
other, so thatit is easier to see all of them.

Listing 18.7. HTML source for the page shown in Figure 18.6.
<HTML>
<HEAD><TITLE>Sample of Three Layers</TITLE></HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF">
<H1i><CENTER>Three Layers Next to Each Other</CENTER></H1>
<LAYER NAME="red" LEFT=5@ TOP=5@ WIDTH=5@ HEIGHT=5@ VISIBILITY=SHOW

BGCOLOR="#FFQ000">
</LAYER>
<LAYER NAME="green" LEFT=100 TOP=5@ WIDTH=5@ HEIGHT=S0 VISIBILITY=SHOW

BGCOLOR="#00FFO0Q">
</LAYER>
<LAYER NAME="blue" LEFT=15@ TOP=5@ WIDTH=58 HEIGHT=5@ VISIBILITY=SHOW

BGCOLOR="#0Q00FF ">
</LAYER>
</BODY>
</HTML>

 

  
Ficure 18.6.

Although they looklike
blocks, they're three
separate layers,

Loyer with o red
background

Loyer with a green
background

Loyer with o blue
background 
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This might seem rather simple and straightforward—becauseit is. Layers aren't that hard to
understandorto use. Their syntax is similar in nature to that of frames. Asa result,ifyou know
how to manage frames well, you should be able to managelayers pretty well, too.

Layers and Clipping Rectangles
Anotheruseful aspect of layers is the ability to define clipping rectangles. A clipping rectangle
is a specified region in which only contents in that region are displayed. You could havealayer
with lots of HTMLtags but only display part of it. When the user makes a particular selection,
you could simply movetheclipping rectangle. Take a look at Figure 18.8 and notice that some
of thetext is cut off. That's the clipping rectangle in action, even though you don’t see a border
aroundit. You can see how I created that figure by lookingat Listing 18.9.

Listing 18.9. HTML source for the page shown in Figure 18.8.
<HTML>
<HEAD><TITLE>Sample of Clipping</TITLE></HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF">

<Hi><CENTER>Using the Clipping Rectangle</CENTER></H1>
<LAYER NAME="green" LEFT=5@ TOP=5@ WIDTH=200 HEIGHT=200 VISIBILITY=SHOW

CLIP="0@,0,150,50" BGCOLOR="#00FFO0">
This is a long line of text that <B>will</B> get cut off somewhere along the

way.
</LAYER>
</BODY>
</HTML>

  

 

Figure 18.8.

Theclipping rectangle
cuts offsome ofthe text.

 
 Takei)
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In-Flow Layers
Sofar, I've shown youhow to use only out-flow layers, What about the layers that simply stare
off where the last bit of HTML code ends? These in-flow layers are equally easy to manage and
create. Look at Figure 18.9 and you'll notice that some ofthe text appears to be on a colored
block. That greenblock is actuallyan in-flow layer. Notice that the text before and after the
layer continuesas usual, with no break-up, Listing 18.10 shows you how the in-flow layer was
created.

Listing 18.10. HTMLsourcefor the page shown in Figure 18.9.
<HTML>

<HEAD><TITLE>Sample of In-Flow Layers</TITLE></HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF">

<H1><CENTER>In-Flow Layers</CENTER></H1>
This is a line of text that will be followed by
<ILAYER VISIBILITY=SHOW WIDTH=5@ HEIGHT=50 BGCOLOR="#QQFFQO">
<B><U>a layer</U></B>

 

 
 

 

 

</ILAYER>
, and then some more text.
</BODY>
</HTML>

Ficure 18.9. OPEemomee wo
Someofthis text is ae Seewee—See
actuallypart ofan in- ! it ies & Oo ie a 

  

flow layer. Back Looe Reload ° Guide hea
8)SE Bookmarks Ai Location[ile 7//DVTMP/LAYER Aayerd bird a oaHae

     

In-Flow Layers
This is a line of text that will be followed byalayer , and then some more text

eyaeras Pet

Layers and JavaScript
As I've mentioned, you can use a scripting language with layers. With this combination, you
can create an extremely impressive looking Web page. It makesit possible to have floating help
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that describes what eachlink does, Also, you can provide a great deal more interaction with the
user than regular HTML allows.

Figure 18.10 gives an example of a Web page with links on the left side. When the user moves
his or her mouse over each link, the help layer on the right changes. The right layer gives spe-
cific informationfor the purpose ofthe link on theleft. Listing 18.11 shows you the entire
Webpage that I used to accomplish this feat. This trick is accomplished by using a separate
layer for each link. When the cursoris overa particular link,all layers are hidden except for the
appropriate one. Also, when the mouse is movedoff the link, the generic description layeris
displayed.

Listing 18.11. HTMLsourcefor the page shown in Figure 18.10.
<HTML>

<HEAD><TITLE>Layers and JavaScript</TITLE></HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF ">
<LAYER name="helplayer®" LEFT=300 TOP=5@ WIDTH=20@ VISIBILITY=SHOW

BGCOLOR="#00FFQQ">

This layer gives you a description of where the link you're over, will take
you.

</LAYER>
<LAYER name="helplayer1" LEFT=300 TOP=5@ WIDTH=20@ VISIBILITY=HIDE

BGCOLOR="#FFFFQQ">

The agenda from the last meeting are available.
</LAYER>
<LAYER name="helplayer2" LEFT=30@ TOP=5@ WIDTH=200 VISIIBILITY=HIDE
You can read the last meeting minutes.
</LAYER>
<LAYER name="helplayer3" LEFT=300 TOP=5® WIDTH=200® VISIBILITY=HIDE

BGCOLOR="#@QFFFF ">
BGCOLOR="#FFQQFF">

Take a look at enclosure #1 from the last meeting.
</LAYER>
<LAYER name="helplayer4" LEFT=300 TOP=50@ WIDTH=200 VISIBILITY=HIDE

BGCOLOR="#FQFOFO">
Take a look at enclosure #2 from the last meeting.
</LAYER>
<LAYER NAME="linklayer" LEFT=5® TOP=5@ WIDTH=200 VISIBIILITY=SHOW

BGCOLOR="#@0FFQQ">
<A HREF="“agenda.html" onMouseOver="changeLayer (1) "“
onMouseOut="changeLayer(@) “>Agenda</A><BR>
<A HREF="minutes. html" onMouseOver="changeLayer (2) “
onMouseOut="changeLayer(@)">Meeting Minutes</A><BR>
<A HREF="encl@1.html" onMouseOver="changeLayer (3) “
onMouseOut="“changeLayer(@)"“>Enclosure #1</A><BR>
<A HREF="encl02.html" onMouseOver="changeLayer (4) “
onMouseOut="changeLayer(@)">Enclosure #2</A><BR>

</LAYER>
<SCRIPT>

function hideLayers ()
{

  

continues
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 Listing 18.11. continued

document. layers["helplayer®"].visibility = "hide";
document. layers["helplayer1"].visibility = "hide";
document. layers["helplayer2"],. visibility = "hide";
document. layers["helplayer3"].visibility = "hide";
document. layers["helplayer4"],visibility = "hide";

}
function changeLayer (n)

hideLayers();
document. layers["helplayer" + n].visibility = "inherit";

}
</SCRIPT>
</BODY>
</HTML>
 

Ficure 18.10.

The text on theleft is
contained within its

own layer.

 nd Javascript-Netscape

 
Thekey parts ofthis listing are the onMouseOver and onMouseOut attributes in the anchorele-
ments. Netscape proposed these extensions to provide a better mechanism for event handling.
You'll also notice thatall I’m really doingis hidingall the layers and thenrevealing the correct
layer. Therefore, when the user positions the mouse overa particularlink in theleft layer, the
corresponding right layer is exposed. Furthermore, a “default” generic layer explains how to
get more help on each link. So, whenever the user movesoffof anylink in theleft layer, the
generic layeris displayed. With this approach, you don’t need to keep track ofwhich layeris
currently visible.
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Obviously, this is just the tip of the iceberg for the functionality of layers and JavaScript. You
really modified only one attribute—the visibility attribute—and used JavaScript code to
modify the values. It’s possible to expand this Web page to do much more. You could simulate
nested menuswithfloating help simply by adding the moveTo() or offset() methods. Or, you
could have a layer on the screen and, depending on the user input, resize it to show more infor-
mation. You could even create a simple game just by messing around with layers, their visibil-
ity, and their positions.

Summary
In this chapter, I covered someofthe cooler HTMLextensionsthat Netscape proposed.I talked
aboutframes andlayers and the pluses and minusesofeach. Also, I gave you a comprehensive
list of the attributes and syntax for creating such elements.I provided you with some examples
on howto create sample Web pages with these elements. You can take these examples and expand
on them, based on whatyoulearned here.

What’s Next?
The next chapter focuses on a new developmentcreated for HTML:cascadingstyle sheets.
Style sheets are a way of providing a uniform look andfeelto all your Web pages. For corpo-
rate Web sites, this takes a lot of the work needed to makeasite look consistent. But cascading
style sheets also give you some extra functionality that you might not have thought about.
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The Future ofHTML
Part VII

Everyoneinterested in the future of the Web must be curious—andpretty uncertain—about
what maybe the outcome of the HTML case. Browser wars and incompatible extensionstear-
ing apart the language are not only bad by themselves, they're a sure sign that something's going
wrong with HTMLinthefirst place. It may sound like heresy that the tongue spoken by mil-
lions of Web pagesis approachingthe endofits usefullife, but many serious observers cannot
suppress exactly that feeling,

  

If we strip away for a moment the innumerablestruts, crutches, and sophisticated gizmosthat
make the HTMLgolem walk and speak andlookalive, what we'll see will be a pretty simple
(not to say primitive) markup language designed for basic documents of a quite predictable
structure. Just headers, paragraphs, block quotations, and the good old ADDRESSat the end. Does
this soundlike a model structure for the whole world of information out there?

Of course, now HTMLhas tables and fonts and so on. Indeed, visual HTMLextensions(or

inline images,as the last resort) enable you to emulate any document structure—thatis, make
the document /ookas if it is properly structured. But as a result, the internal structure of the
text will inevitably becomeillogical, cumbersome, presentation-oriented (and with images, the
text may cease to betextatall). This is very likely to prevent reusing the documentin the fu-
ture; it becomesdifficult even to convert it into anothervisually oriented format, not to men-
tion isolate its logical elements.

Fortunately, there’s a new importantlanguage designed to addressthis issue. XML (eXtensible
Markup Language)is a simple and compact subset of SGMLdesigned specifically for use on
the Internet in the way that HTMLis currently used. This new project of W3Cis gaining
momentumata surprising rate, and everybodyseriously concerned with HTML maywantto
check it out. Maybe someday, you'll find yourself saying, “back in those days when everyone
was using HTML...”

The Premises of XML
As with every new and promising technology,it is probably more importantto explain whatit
isn’t rather than whatit is. XML,just like SGML,is not a page layoutor graphics language. By
itself, XML provides even fewer presentation tools than you have with HTML.Strictly speak-
ing,it’s not even a markuplanguage, but rather a system makingit possible to build such lan-
guages to match any conceivable document type.

Chapter 3, “SGML and the HTML DTD,”explains the HTML documenttype definition
(DTD), the specification of HTMLtags and documentstructure written in SGML.Similarly,
with XML you can build a DTD that exactly matches the structure of your document and
introducesa setofself-explanatory, logically organized tags and attributes fine-tuned for your
markupneeds.
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By attaching the DTD with the documentsentover the network, you can ensure that the XML
software reading the documentcan parse it correctly and thereby guarantee its correct format-
ting, conversion, adding to a database, or whatever the receiver will choose to do with the
document. In short, with XML youcan create your own HTML, or XYZML, or Whatever-
You-Like-ML! (It's no surprise such a language was called “extensible” in the first place.)
It is important to understand that XMLisn’t better than HTML because it makes it easier to
change fonts or position images. In the visual presentation realm, XMLis not better than HTML
(and some mightsayit’s worse because it lacks all those neat Netscape enhancements—unless
you've defined them in your DTD). It was the intention of the creators of the language that
the visual presentation of an XML documentcan be (optionally) specified by an attachedstyle
sheet, which is an external mechanism for XMLjustas it is for HTML.

XMLsvisualization poweris thus completely determined bythestyle sheet language you use—
for example, Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) or DocumentStyle Semantics and Specification
Language (DSSSL)—andifyou don’t care about logical markup you can achieve exactly the
same visible results by using this chosen style sheet mechanism with HTML. (Rememberthat
you can use the neutral SPAN tag in HTMLto apply any attributes, style names included, to
arbitrary fragments of text.) It is when the properinternal structure of your data really matters
that XMLeasily outshines HTML.

XMLspecification (foundat http://www. textuality.com/sgml-erb/WD-xml-1ang.htm1) defines
the language in the terms of behaviorofa parser, which is a piece of software whosesole pur-
pose is to understand the element structure of your document and break it downinto nested
elements in accordance with the DTD. Another program (termed simply “application” in the
XMLspecification) is supposed to obtain the document thusdissected from the parser and
process it further, Exactly whatthe application performs on the documentis outside the scope
of XML; for instance, it may be a browser that displays the document using an appropriate
style sheet.

Because XMLis a subset of SGML, an XML documentis almostalways a valid SGML docu-
ment; small discrepancies between these two languagesare likely to be eliminated soon with
the acceptance ofcertain amendmentsto the SGML standard. The relation between XMLand
HTMLis more complex. With the capability to define new tags, XML documentsare notlikely
to countas valid HTMLvery often; on the other hand, an HTMLfileis relatively easy to make
XML-conformanton oneofthe twolevels of conformance (described later in this chapter),
depending on whetheror not you provide a DTD for your document.

I don’t attemptareal tutorial ofXMLin this chapterfor two reasons. First, one chapter's space
is surely insufficient to cover even thebasics of the language, and second,the languageitself is
so young andunstablethatit is probably untimely to start teachingit in a serious fashion. (A
quote from the languagespecification: “Please be advised that the draft you are now readingis
unusually volatile.”) Instead, this chapter presents a couple of small examples that will help
you to quickly grasp the “look andfeel” of the language.
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In a sense, XMLis positioned somewhere in between SGML and HTML,with theintent of
its Creators being to combinethe best features of these two languages. However, XMLis much
closer to SGML than to HTML,andalthough knowledge of HTML will help you understand
the most obvious XMLfeatures, an acquaintance with SGML syntax and ideology would be of
much morehelp. So | recommendthat you brush up what you rememberfrom reading Chap-
ter 3 before proceeding to subsequent sections of this chapter.

Well-Formed XML Documents
Ifyou're scared bythe prospect of learning theart ofwriting documenttypedefinitions, there’s
good newsfor you: With XML, you can create a documenteven without DTD.If the lack of
a DTDis the sole violation of XML requirements, such a documentis called well-formed, as
opposed to a validdocumentthat has a DTD provided (orreferred to). Thus, well-formedness
is the lower of the twolevels of XML conformance, but although itis inferior to validity,it is
still very useful.

The permission to omit the DTD means,in essence, that youare free to use ay tags that seem
necessary for your document. You mayjust go wild and write in plain English whateach part
of your text is supposed to represent. For example, if you’re a grammarian, you couldtry the
following:
<SENTENCE>

<SUBJECT TYPE="COMPLEX">
<ARTICLE TYPE="INDEFINITE">A</ARTICLE>
<ADJECTIVE>quick</ADJECTIVE>
<ADJECTIVE>brown</ADJECTIVE>
<NOUN>fox</NOUN>

</SUBJECT>

<VERB TYPE="INTRANSITIVE">jumps</VERB>
<PREPOSITION>over</PREPOSITION>
<ARTICLE TYPE="INDEFINITE">a</ARTICLE>
<OBJECT>

<ADJECTIVE>lazy</ADJECTIVE>
<NOUN>dog</NOUN>

</OBJECT>.
</SENTENCE>

Giventhis well-formed document, an XMLparserwill be able to break thetext into theele-
ments that you deemedessential in this case and pass each elementto the application along
with its name (derived from the tag name) and attribute information you provided.It is the
application, not the XML parser, that must be programmed to perform someuseful tasks with
this structured information. Mostoften,you'll need to provide the application withastyle sheet
thatassociates certain formatting parameters with each element.(In our example,the style sheet
mightspecify displaying different parts of speech in different colors.)

In fact, even “plain English” is not an obligatory requirementfor your tags. Creators of XML
intendedthat the language mustbeinternational from thevery beginning. They painstakingly
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identified all Unicode characters that maybe called “letters” in some sense or in somelanguage
and included these characters in the set of characters allowed in element and attribute names.
This means that you can write yourtags in Russian or Chinese instead of English.
There are, of course, numerous restrictions that are imposed even on well-formed documents.
Some of these requirements are even stricter than those of HTML and thus deserve special
attention:

@ In XML, every start tag must have a corresponding end tag (unless it is an empty tag
that takes special form,as described in the next item). Tags should be properly nested;
thatis, you can’t have an open tag within the scope of someothertag and thecorre-
sponding end tag outside that scope.

@ Ifa tag is empty byits nature (in other words, the corresponding element can never
contain any text), it must have a forward slash (/) before the closing greater than
symbol(>), as in the following example:
<IMG alt="XML logo* src="http://www.ucc.ie/xml/xml.gif*/>

Such tags are the only tags that do not have corresponding endtags.

@ All attribute values without exception must be enclosed in quotes—eithersingle
quotes (*') or double quotes (**).

In fact, the preceding requirements are the only ones that you mustsatisfy to make your HTML
files well-formed XML.It doesn’t matter which browser’s HTMLextensions youuse or whether
you “abuse” HTMLtags or not. XMLis a truly liberal language; it makes you a creatorofyour
own universe whose rules you’re unlikely to break simply because you established them.

Those familiar with the material in Chapter 3 may be wondering about another essential part
of any SGML application—the SGMLdeclaration that always accompanies a DTD.Because
XMLis pretty simple compared to SGML,its authors decided to omit this part of the lan-
guage; XMLparsers (or SGMLsoftware processing XML documents) should behaveas if all
XMLdocuments wereassigned the same generic SGMLdeclaration thatis listed in an appen-
dix to the XMLstandard.

XML DTDs and Valid XML Documents
Although in manycases well-formed XML documents aresufficient for practical purposes,
designing a DTD for your documenthas a numberofadvantages:

@ First and foremost, a DTD allows an XMLparserto validate your document (which is
why such documents are called valid). When validating, the parser checks for mis-
spelled tags or attributes, for errors in types of attribute values and in elements’
content models (covered in Chapter 3), and so on. For HTML,similar validation
services exist that will check yourfile against one of the existing HTML DTDs.
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@ Fora humanreader, a DTDis a convenient way to quickly learn the structure of the
particular type of documents. Compared to SGML, the simplified DTD syntax of
XML isvery straightforward and unambiguous.

@ Wich DTD,youcan define not only elements and their attributes, but also entities.
(See “Entity Declarations,” later in this chapter.) Similarly to macros in word proces-
sors or #define preprocessor instructionsin C,entities can be used to abbreviate text
strings and markupinstructions in an obvious and easy-to-modify manner. Also, you
can use external entities to refer to other XML documents, DTDs,or binary data
located in separatefiles.

Accessing the DTD
Let's examine an example ofa valid XML document, namelya play by Shakespeare (The Tem-
pest) marked up by Jon Bosak, one of the authors of XML. The package (http: //
sunsite.unc.edu/pub/sun-info/standards/dsssl/egs/21_shaks/) includes, besides the XML
documentand its DTD, a DSSSLstyle sheet that contains formatting instructions for each
elementanda Postscript output of a DSSSL processor that formatted the play. (See Chapter
21, “JavaScript Style Sheets and Other Alternatives to CSS.”)

Here's the very beginning of the XML documentplay. xml:
<?XML version="1.0"?>

<!DOCTYPE play PUBLIC "-//Free Text Project//DTD Play//EN">

Thefirst line here isan XML declaration, a special instruction that is XML-specific and would
not be recognized by an SGMLparserbecause ofthe <? delimiter (which is not used in SGML).
Here, the XMLdeclaration provides information abouttheversion ofXMLstandardthatthe
documentconformsto.

Next comes the poctyPe statementthat,like its namesake in SGML,provides the DTD forthe
documentto be parsed. In XML, a DTD maybe in twoparts: internal is contained in the
documentfile itself, and externalis referenced by its URL or public identifier(covered in Chap-
ter 3), with the internal part taking precedenceover the external onein a case ofconflict.

In our example, only the external part of DTDis present, which is referred to by the public
identifier preceded by the keyword puBLic. An XMLparseris supposed to be able to retrieve
the text of the DTD usingits public identifier (thatis, to translate the identifier into a URL or
someother sort ofphysical address). If the DTD you're using is not assigned a well-known
public identifier, you should provide a URL instead ofit, with the system keywordinstead of
PuBLIC. Here is an example:

<!DOCTYPE HTML SYSTEM “http://www. foo.com/myfiles/html13x.dtd*>
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Finally, xo provide an internalpart for a DTD, you must put it in brackets within the DOCTYPE
declaration. Such a declaration mayalso contain a SYSTEM or PUBLIC external reference, as in
the following example:

<|DOCTYPE HTML SYSTEM “http://www. foo.com/myfiles/htm13x.dtd"
{

<!-- your DTD goes here -->
>

Element Declarations
The nameright after the DocTYPE keywordin the preceding statementsis the nameofthe root
elementofyour documenttype, the top-level elementthatencloses all other elements. In HTML,
this element is named HTML, and in our Shakespearean exampleit is named PLAY. Here’s how
the PLAY elementis defined in play.dtd:

<!ELEMENT play (title, fm, personae, scndescr, playsubt, induct?,
prologue?, act+, epilogue?)>

You cansee that the content model(discussed in Chapter 3) for this element is quite simple and
immediately translatable into humantalk: “A PLAYis formed byits TITLE, followed by the front
matter (FM), followed bythelist of dramatis PERSONAE, and so on.” The question mark indicates
optional elements, andtheplus sign indicates the elements that may occur once or more. Note
that the XMLspec prescribes to drop the SGML minimization parametersthatare useless in
XML,which doesn’t permit tag omission anyway.

One moreexcerpt from play.dtd shows a hierarchical set of related tags to mark a personage’s
speech:

<!ELEMENT speech (speaker+, (line | stagedir | subhead)+)>
<!ELEMENT speaker (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT line (stagedir | #PCDATA)+>
<!ELEMENT stagedir (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT subhead (#PCDATA)>

Thus a SPEECH is constituted by one or more SPEAKER elementsfollowed byatleast one ofthe
LINE, STAGEDIR (stage direction), or SUBHEAD elements,in noparticular order. (The } sign means
that any one ofthe connected particles may occur.) The #PCDATA keyword has the meaning of
“any character data withouttags”; thus, the SPEAKER, STAGEDIR, and SUBHEAD elements areal-
lowed to contain only text characters, while a LINE may have STAGEDIRs intermingled with text.

Note that nothingin the definition of LINE (except the name) suggests that what the element
contains is reallya line ofverse.It is just implied to be so by the person who did markup, and
it may be formattedas a line ifan appropriatestyle sheet is used. However, XML onlyserves as
an intermediator between the authorandthe formatter,and it is not intended to describe the

nature of data elements that are marked up withit.
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Here's a SPEECH element exemplifying these DTD provisions:
<SPEECH>
<SPEAKER>PROSPERO< / SPEAKER>
<LINE><STAGEDIA>Aside</STAGEDIA> The Duke of Milan</LINE>
<LINE>And his more braver daughter could control thee,</LINE>
<LINE>If now ‘twere fit to do't. At the first sight</LINE>
<LINE>They have changed eyes. Delicate Ariel,</LINE>
<LINE>I'11 set thee free for this.</LINE>
<STAGEDIA>To FERDINAND</STAGEDIR>

<LINE>A word, good sir;</LINE>
<LINE>I fear you have done yourself some wrong: a word.</LINE>
</SPEECH>

Entity Declarations
Entities can be declared in a DTDas follows:

<!ENTITY me “Dmitry Kirsanov, St.Petersburg, Russia">

In the document,such an entity can be used similarly to mnemonic character entities ofHTML:

This document was created by &me; on April 21, 1997

Another syntax is used to define entities thatrefer to external files or documents,as in thefol-
lowing example:

<!ENTITY mypage SYSTEM “http: //www.symbol.ru/dk/index.xml">
<!ENTITY xml-logo SYSTEM “http: //www.ucc.ie/xml/xml.gif" NDATA gif>

In the second declaration, gif is the name ofa notation (similar to a data type), which must be
declared somewherein the DTD alongwith information on where an XMLprocessorcan access
a helper software capable of handling data in this notation.

Now,&mypage; and &xm1-1logo; entities can be used in documents using this DTD. However,
XML specification does notprescribe the exact behavior of the XML application on encoun-
tering such an entity. For example, it might incorporateit into the text of the current docu-
ment, or it mightpresentit as a link that the user can activate.

Linking Capabilities of XML
The first part of the XML specification referenced earlier in this chapter (http: //
www. textuality.com/sgml-erb/WD-xml-lang.html) fully describes the syntax of the language.
However, a second part ofthe specification at http://www. textuality.com/sgml-erb/WD-xml-
link.html is concerned with linking capabilities of XML documentssimilar to the hypertext
features of HTML.

In somesense, this is beyond the scope of an SGML-like language, because the semantics of
elements(including their capability to link) should beleft to creators ofSGML or XML appli-
cations. On the other hand, links are difficult to implement using commonstyle sheet
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languages and therefore need support from a deeper level. For this reason (as well as, appar-
ently, to make XMLa better competitor to HTML), authors of the language chose to make
linking provisions a part of the main body of the XML standard.
The linking model of XML (which can be used with SGMLas well) is much moreversatile
than that of HTML.It is largely based on theefforts of other SGML projects such as HyTime
and Text Encoding Initiative (TEI). I don’t describe the detailed syntax here, because it is likely
to change in subsequent drafts of the specification. It is worth noting, however,that all linking
constructs are implemented on thelevel of reserved attributes and their values, not elements.
This meansthat youcan easily turn any elementinto a link by expandingitslist of attributes.

A simple link intended to connect the XML document you're reading to some other Internet
resource maybe assigned a number ofparameters, including the following:

@ Strings describing the role of the link in the documentandits associated label (for
example, this information maybe displayed by the browserin its status line)

@ A parameterdefining whetherthe linked resource should, upon activating thelink,
replace the current document, be opened in a new context (for example, in a new
window), or be embedded into the current documentin place ofthe link

@ A parameterindicating whethertheuser can activate thelink orit is activated auto-
matically when encountered by the processing application

Very important,althoughperfectly backwards-compatible, enhancementsare proposed for the
syntax of URLs thatare used in XMLto address resources. Using search parts (separated by ?)
or fragmentidentifiers (separated by #) ofspecial form, you can access any part ofanother XML
documentwithoutthe necessity of attaching a label to it beforehand (such as <A NAME="...">
in HTML).

Thesyntax of such extended locators in XMLis capable ofexpressing formally such requests as
“everything from the third paragraph ofthe first chapter to the end of the chapter” or “the
wholesection to which thelast sidebar belongs.” Of course “chapters” or “sidebars” are to be
declared as corresponding elements in the DTD ofthe linked document.

Moreover, you mayprescribe whether the necessary fragmentis extracted right on the server
wherethelinked documentis stored (which mayresult in considerable bandwidth savings) or
whether the server sends you the whole document and your application needs to winkle out
the part you requested.

XMLlinks can be notonlyinline but also out-of-line, which meansthat they do not need to
reside in one ofthe documents connectedbythelink. Links can be grouped so that all the links
in a groupare activated at once. Finally, you can create collections of interlinked documents
and inform the processing application about what other documentscontain links to the cur-
rent one.
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The Prospects of XML
XML is really a quite recent development, Its basic principles were all worked out in 1996, and
the first draft ofthe specification was presented to the public at the SGML96 conference in
November. A revised draft (still not final specification) was released in March 1997. As ofthis
writing, software created for parsing XML files is all experimental and can fit on one 3.5-inch
disk.

Nevertheless, this new developmentis likely to seriously impact the Web industry in the near
future, and in che moredistant future, it could completely change the landscape we're accus-
tomedto. Here are several points that were chosen as the most important goals by the design-
ers of the language. These could becomethe key advantages in the competition of XML with
other technologies:

XML shall be straightforwardly usable over the Internet. Web servers in use today
require minimal configuration changes to be able to serve XML documents. The
standard wayto link and bind together XML documents and DTDsis via URLs that
are understood by the majority of Internet software.

It shall be easy to write programs that process XML documents. The experimental
XMLsoftware mentionedearlieris all written in Java, with some ofthe experimen-
tal XML parsers being containedin classfiles of a few kilobytesin size.
XMLdocuments should be human-legible and reasonably clear. With the users
of XML beingable to create their own tags and attributes with self-explanatory
names, an XML fileis likely to be nearly as readable as (and in somecases, even more
readable than) plain text.

The XMLstandard should be prepared quickly.It is not yet finalized, but the
amountof work donein such a short term is impressive.

The design of XMLshall be formal and concise. Syntax descriptions in XML
specification use a formal grammar thatis concise, easy to understand, andeasy to
translate into programming code.

XMLdocuments shall be easy to create. As you've seen in this chapter, the concept
of well-formedness enables you to quickly mark up any document ortranslate it from
HTML to XML.

Terseness in XML markupis of minimal importance. Clear and unambiguous
syntax was always given preference over the possibility of saving a few keystrokes.

The XML technologyis in an embryonic state, so any attempts to augurits future are almost
sure to not come true. However, the growing interest in XML shown by many people con-
cerned with Web development is a clear indication that the Webis eager to try out something
more powerful and elegant than the HTMLoftoday.
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Summary
In this chapter, you've become acquainted with an important new development, the extensible
markup language, that, combined witha style sheet language,has a potential to eventually re-
place the heavily overused HTMLof nowadays. Because it is a simplified subset of SGML,
XML allowsyou to create customized markuptags and specify the corresponding document
strucure for any type of documents you mightneedto store or disseminate. In particular, you
learned about the following topics:

What XMLis andisn’t, in what aspectsit is better than HTML, and whyit is
important to markup the logical structure of a documentin thefirst place.
Whatare well-formed XML documents, and how they can beeasily created from
HTML documents.

Whatare the advantages of providing an XML document with a DTD,and how to
refer to the DTDfile from within an XML document.

How elements andentities are declared in an XML DTDandthen used in the

documents.

Whatlinking capabilities are provided by the XML standard,and howtheyextendthe
HTMLhypertext model.

What were the maingoals of the creators of XML,and in what waysits design
principles help it compete with HTML andothertechnologies.
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